Advance information for gift and book trade

The Very Silly Dog by Nick Cope
Publication April 2018. £4.99.
The Very Silly Dog
• A
 uthor Nick Cope
• Publication April 2018
• Paperback, 48 pages
• Size 150 x 150mm
• Age 5-8 years
• Price £4.99
• ISBN 9781912213511

Other books in the series:
•W
 hy is the Sky Blue?
ISBN 9781912213528
•N
 o I Don’t Wanna Do That
ISBN 9781912213535

• Loved by listeners around the UK and the rest of
the world, singer-songwriter Nick Cope’s work
takes on a new form in this series of illustrated
books.
• Nick’s hilarious, uplifting, and sometimes
poignant writing has garnered acclaim from
audiences, including comedians Stewart Lee
and Lucy Porter, and can now be experienced
by children alongside his playful and distinctive
illustrations.
• A s much praised by parents for the freshness
of his content, the storytelling element of Nick’s
work finds a natural place on the page, ideal to be
read with or to young children as a contemporary
alternative to traditional tales.

The Very Silly Dog begins with an inevitable mishap
by its titular character, with some very amusing
consequences…
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• Find each song on Nick’s website
(www.nickcope.co.uk) and YouTube channel
to sing along to.
• Lyrics and chords for each song are in the
back of the book for children and adults to
play along.

Nick Cope is a musician who runs regular
sessions in and around Oxfordshire for young
children. He is a frequent performer at schools
and theatres and many of the large music
festivals and events for families all over the
country.
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